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UNCONTROLLED

AND UNRULY

CAN IT WORK?

An address to the Australian Society of Indexers,
September 17, 1981
George R.T. Levick
Editor, Australian

Science Index

Rather than give a specific account of the workings of Australian
Science Index, I will address myself to what I believe is an important
question of general policy in approaching a certain kind of indexing
challenge.
My remarks are of course, based upon a reading of the
relevant "information science" literature.
Howe ve r , this does not
pretend to be a detailed or detached review, and the references given
should be taken only as (hopefully, representative) examples.
The kind of indexing I have in mind is best delimited by the
characteristics of the bibliographic services of which it is a part.
These are the following:
(a)

Their scope is not primarily defined by discipline.
In this, they are distinguished from the "classical"
data bases of the modern era, such as MEDLARS, BIOSIS
and Chemical Abstracts.
The effect, since they are
generally of small to medium size, is to make their
subject scope very broad in relation to the number of
items with which they deal.

(b)

They are issued in pre-coordinate,

(c)

They are produced by computer-assisted means:
that is,
the machine is employed for routine clerical tasks,
but indexing is essentially under human control, at
least to the extent of determining the content of
headings.

page-layout

index.

The importance of this class of bibliography is easily and often
underrated; in part because its members are ordinarily small and
unspectacular, in part because the page-layout format itself is often
regarded as a temporary survivor from a passing age, and in part
because it is notably intractable as a subject for experimental
testing.
Yet it is the typical form used for such purposes as
organizational bibliographic control, regional projects, and national
ones of the ASI type; and I have no doubt that collectively these
kinds of effort have, and will continue to have, a central place in
the information world, however little recognized it may be.
Given this importance, the question arises as to how indexing
for such a service is to be approached.
Here I come to the terms
of my title; and I emphasise that these define one end of a spectrum
along which may be found all degrees of conformity.
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U~ontrolled
refers to the lack of a formal, predetermined
vocabulary and syntax, of the kind associated with the fully-developed,
rigidly-applied thesaurus.
Unruly will be less familiar, and should
be related specifically to Keen's (1977a) taxonomy of indexes.
The
more widely recognized "systems" for producing subject-entries
generally ask the indexer to choose a series of unit terms that are
then recombined according to some set rule to generate the final
entries.
Some of these have been elaborated to allow the indexer
considerable judgement in manipulating the rules (e.g. see Farradane
(1977)), but these elaborations are essentially dilutions of a basic
intent to relieve the indexer of precisely this sort of evaluative.
responsibility.
Clearly, the terms of the title occupy different levels, the
one a matter of fundamental practice, the other simply an operational
device.
Nonetheless, together they define an indexing environment
in which all responsibility for the final index falls upon the
cumulation of individual ind~xing acts. There is no imposition from,
and consequently no appeal to, an unyielding system.
Why should it not work?
A detailed account of all the interacting factors affecting
this question would take a great deal of time", so I will consider
it in very simple terms as the need to combat a myth.
A myth is
of course, not necessarily harmful, nor is its content necessarily
false. There is, however, always a danger that it will wrongly
restrict both thought and action by going unquestioned.
I believe
there exists among the information community what I will call the
"Myth of Control", and I believe it exhibits that very danger.
This
myth says, in essence, that any step along the spectrum I have referred
to in the direction of control and of rule is beneficial.
The force of the myth is undeniable, and easily illustrated.
What I want to do is to examine its bases in a broad way, and to
ask to what extent they are defensible.
(The arguments presented
are not easy to find openly expressed, but that, too, is a common
characteristic of myths.)
(a)

The Argwnent

from Perfection

This is implied mainly in what are called "attempts to provide
an analytical framework for indexing practice".
These are quite
openly fact-free and deductive; Fugman (1979) is one example.
The
relevant parts of such systems rely implicitly on what I call the
straight-line-sYIDIDetrical model of the indexing-retrieval
process,
according to which the indexer indexes documents, the user his request,
and the process is successful just insofar as the respective "indexes"
coincide.
I have no wish to decry this model, provided that it is
recognized as such. The deduction that only a perfect vocabulary
rigidly used can be successful is, however, vulnerable on its own
level; since logically, no answer (document) can unequivocally
imply its corresponding question (request).
Moreover, it is clearly
wrong, even were the deduction valid, to infer that a real-world
index must benefit from aCpracticable control used in a practical
environment.

..

-

(b)
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The Argument from Consistency

This can be thought of as a more realistic version of the above,
with some pretensions to empirical support.
It says essentially,
that a good index gives high "recall"; that indexing consistency is
both necessary and sufficient to guarantee high recall; and that
vocabualry control is similarly essential to consistency.
Much
attention has been given to testing the last step of this argument;
with, at the very best estimate, mixed results (see e.g. Svenonius
(1981)).
I think one may conclude that there is a marginal improvement
in measurable consistency from controlled indexing, but it is at least
arguable that this results mainly from the fact that reducing the
range of choices available inevitably (and, in part, irrelevantly)
has that effect.
Certainly, while the costs of control are both
tangible and considerable, the benefits, on the available evidence,
are neither.
Yet this argument persists:
deriving, I think,
unconsious and illogical support from the previous one.

(e)

The User Benefit

This is perhaps the strongest of all factors in perpetuating
the myth, because it is not vulnerable to direct attack on either
logical or empirical grounds, and it carries with it an air of
proper professional concern.
A back-of-the-book
index, the argument runs, has the benefit
of a limited context, and of the fact that it refers directly to
its primary materials.
On the far side, indexing for totally
machine-based systems offers the user some form of free-text
searching as a supplement to the index. The kind of indexing under
discussion has neither consolation: "failures", of whatever kind,
are potentially complete and irrevocable.
The conclusion can be
expressed in either of two forms:
(soft) the indexer should not
be expected to find his way unguided through the hurly burly of
"natural" language; (hard) the user must have some assurance that
the indexing is not merely idiosyncratic.
As I have said, this can really only be answered indirectly
and on its own terms.
I think it can be countered by dwelling on
the more positive elements.
Users, however resignedly, are prepared
to work at their job, by interpreting "unnatural" entries (Keen 1977b));
by scanning in search of alternative formulations CGould (1974)), and
by judging the strengths and weaknesses of particular approaches
(Bystrom (1968)). Moreover they are not quite bereft of aid; the mere
fact of alphabetization goes some way to provide "visual blocks of
conceptually homogeneous material", and page-layout gives the
opportunity for "mobility over panoramic display" (Coates (1976)).
On the other hand, it is also true that any controlled language
must be in some sense artificial, imposing upon both indexer and
user the pecessity of translation (Keen (1977)).
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(d)

It's just a GOod Thing

"Vickery remarked ... A relational thesaurus of any kind is
an intellectual
construction
that is very satisfying to the maker,
and it can generate enthusiastic
response among indexers"
(Bhattacharyya
(1974)).
This being no argument, admits of no
answer.
I conclude, unsurprisingly,
that "it can work"; or at least
that the reasons for thinking that it cannot are seriously flawed.
Whether it does work is susceptible to a general answer; even
the criteria for determining an answer are still un de f Lne d , Hhat
I hope I have established is that the assumed need for elaborate
systems of control should (indeed must) not be allowed to impede
the development of services that might have great value to their
potential users.
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SIXTH

ANNUAL

REPORT

Presented on 17th November, 1981, at the Annual General Meeting
of the Australian Society of Indexers, by Mrs. V.M. Wicks, Vice-President;
the President
(Mr. P.H. Dawe) in absentia.
During the six years of the Society's existence, it has been
customary to hold annual general meetings in the months of October
or November.
However, since 1979, when our financial year was
altered to a January - December sequence, reports of activities
and finances have continued under the previous regimen.*
To
correct this anomaly, arrangements
are now proceeding to formulate
relevant alterations
to the Constitution.
Reading of this report
should take this situation into account.

MEMBERSHIP
This year, the growth rate has increased significantly;
our
influence has extended to Wellington, New Zealand with the welcome
addition of Ms. Susan Brookes and Mr. Maurice Dowrier . At the end
of October, numbers totalled 79, including four institutional
members.
Their distribution
is:
Individuals

Institutions

7

3

A.C.T.
N.S.W
Qld
S.A.
Tas.
Vic.
W.A.

2
47
2

1

Australia

73

4

9

3
3

2

New Zealand

79

MEETINGS
At each of the four general meetings this year, we have been
fortunate to have received an address from the experience of a
Melbourne member.
The Society appreciates the value of these
contributions
to our knowledge and enjoyment of the Art.
In summary
they were:
March 17. Mr. Bob Croll, as a newcomer to the lists of freelance
work, elaborated upon his paper "What's an indexer worth?",
(previously published in the Newsletter, December 1980).
The
ensuing discussion stimulated some amendments to conclusions drawn
in that paper.
Attendance:
nine members, six visitors.
June 17. Mr. Keith Davison, Executive Director of Technilib Library
Service Centre, reviewed the historical development of computer
applications
to indexing.
The title was "Don't knock the ~JOC"
* [Extended
of this

financial

Newsletter.]

statements

were presented

in vol.4,

pp~and

29
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and included some reminiscence of his own involvement.

Attendance:

14 members.
September 17. Australian Science Index, which emenates from CSIRO
Information Service, is a local example of computer aid.
Mr. George
Levick, Editor of this journal, provided a persuasive reply to the
question "Uncontrolled
and unruly - can it work?"
Reconciliation
of indexer and user is a consideration
that should receive the
attention of all concerned with bibliographic
services, not only
those who deal with scientific literature.
Attendance:
14 members.
November 17. Tonight we will hear about the integration of computer
aid with historical works, on a more personal level of endeavour.
Specialist publisher and indexer, Mr. Stephen Lansdown has enhanced
the compatibility
of these interests by developing his own system
as a practical operation.
His talk is entitled "It's no longer on
the cards: computer assisted indexing using a microcomputer."
It
could have especially interesting implications
for members
undertaking large projects.
Attendance:
20 members, three visitors.

NEWSLETTER
Four numbers of the Newsletter will have been published this
year (including the one containing this report), under the capable
editorship of Mrs. Coryl Muntz.
The Newsletter continues to be a
valuable source of information about the Society's interests, not
only for members too far distant to attend meetings.
In addition,
our affiliation with the Society of Indexers provides for its
availability in the United Kingdom.
We have exchange arrangements
with the Indexing and Abstracting
Society of Canada as well as a
number of local associations with relevant interests.
These include
the Society of Editors, the Society of Industrial Editors, the
Australian Society of Authors, the Fellowship of Australian Writers,
the Association
of Australian University Presses, the Australian
Book Publishers' Association.
We also distribute the Newsletter
to a dozen subscribers,
locally and overseas.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Apart from its more formal administrative
functions, the
Executive Committee has initiated several important projects
during the year.
1.
Fees for contract indexing.
Following the paper by Mr. R.D.
Croll and his subsequent conclusions on the subject, the Committee
issued a statement recommending a minimum rate of payment for
contract work.
This was published in the September Newsletter.
2.
List of freelance indexers.
A letter from the President
about requests for indexers was sent to members, together with
a form to be completed by those who wished to be included.
Fifteen
replies were received; and from these, with some subsequent additions,
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a freelance list has been compiled with an accompanying list of
specialities and subject areas. The list will be distributed
upon request.
3.
AusSI/RMIT course in indexing.
Arrangements with the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology Department of Librarianship
have been undertaken to provide a practical course in indexing
during June 1982. An outline of the project was published in the
September NewsZetter, with an insert for members to return as a
preliminary expression of interest in participation.
Up to the
present, 13 members have responded.

While all members of the Executive Committee have made
significant contributions to the operations of the Society,
this report must mention particularly the valuable and untiring
work accomplished by our Honorary Secretary, Mrs. Jennifer Challis,
in her first year of office.
She has been particularly helpful to
the Vice-President during the absence on leave of our President,
Mr. Peter Dawe.
In conclusion, the Society would like to express its appreciation
for the continuing support of CSIRO in providing accomodation for both
the monthly committee meetings and the general meetings.

*****
FORTHCOMING

EVENTS

For Travellers:
"Conflict in the Information Environment: Opportunities
and Risks" is the theme for the 24th Annual Conference of the National
Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services, at Arlington, Virginia,
from 1st to 3rd March, 1982. Further information may be obtained from
NFAIS, 112 South 16th Street, 11th Floor, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19102, U.S.A.
AusSI - RMIT Indexing
June 1982. Enquiries
Box 1251L, Melbourne,

Course, at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
to Hon. Secretary (Jennifer Challis) AusSI, G.P.O.
3001.

SALVETE
The Society welcomes

the following new members:

Ms. Sheila English; 3 Harden Street, Canley Heights, N.S.W. 2166
Hs. Antonia George; 24 Sherwood Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121 (1982)
Ms. Janet Hine; 31 Fairfax Road, Mosman, N.S.W. 2088 (1982)
Ms. Mary Kennedy; 3/27 Mary Street, Hawthorn, Vic. 3122
Mrs. Lyn Stead; Lower Newry Road, Newry, Vic. 3859 (1982)
Ms. Elizabeth Thomson; 'Clydebank', RMB 7400, via Sale, Vic. 3850 (1982)
Mr. Elmar Zalums; 15 Bowden Grove, Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046
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AUSTRALIfu~

STATElvIENT

SOCIETY

OF

eE' INCOME AND EXPENDITURE,

INDEXERS

January

-

October

1981

Income
Affiliation fee to
"The Society of Indexers"

25.72

Subscription
to
"The Indexer"

364.05

Newsletter nos. 1,2,3 - 1981
Printing & postage

517.26

Cheque

book

Membership

subscriptions

7l5.0Ci

Newsletter

subscriptions

87.50

"The Indexer"

subscriptions

390.00

Bank interest

13.49

R ES I in t ere s t

23.77

6.00
(

Publication

purchase

GPO Box fee
Petty

59.25

cash
President
Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer

Letterhead

20.00
97.19
30.00

printing

70.50

s
Income

<::

9.80

for year

1,199.77
29.99

$ 1,229.76

$ 1,229.76
:::::::::=========

BALANCE
Cash

SHEET
in Bank at 1 January

$
180.09

1981

On call with RESI on 1 January

1981

513.85

Plus Income

1,229.76
1,923.70

Less Expenditure

1,199.77

s

723.99

==:-:=========
ASSETS
Cash

POSITION
in Bank

186.31

On call with RESI

537.62
$ 723.93
========

c
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IT'S NO LONGER
COMPUTER

ASSISTED

An address

INDEXING

ON THE CARDS

UTILISING

at the November

by Stephen

A PERSONAL

meeting

MICRO-COMPUTER

of the Society

A. Lansdown

Although computer indexing techniques have been utilized for more
than twenty years, it is only recently, with the introduction of the
micro-computer,
that computer systems have been affordable by the
individual.
In this paper I shall discuss the background and development of a personal system specifically designed to suit the requirements of the professional
indexer.
(A glossary of all computer terms
marked with an asterisk is provided in Appendix 1).
Background
The project began in July 1977, as a direct result of the
formation of a publishing company specialising
in Australian local
history: - one of the prime objectives being the thorough indexing of
all facsimiles and other material to be published.
In view of the
company's long term aims (which included the creation of a large data
base of historical reference material) it was decided to computerise
all indexing requirements
immediately
(even though micro-computers*
were not then available in Australia), by utilizing the services of
a main-frame computer
bureau.
The concept was straight forward.
Index entries, instead of being created on cards, were typed onto a
standalone dumb computer terminal with dual magnetic cassette tape
drives that recorded the data precisely as ty?ed.
This material
was then sorted by the bureau and presented in a format that could
be directly utilised by a commercial typesetter.
Implemented within
approximately
three months, the system operated successfully
for an
extensive period.
The bureau system, named
INDEX1, was designed to operate
over-night basis (at low cost), and incorporated
the following
capabilities:

on an

To sort any two level index (i.e. heading, sub-heading and page
reference) to a special sort sequence*
(since the ASCII * sort
sequence was not acceptable for normal indexing purposes); to
amalgamate like entries on either level; to insert page
references automatically
for all entries following the first
entry on each page; to sort page references into numerical
sequence; and to insert the appropriate type setting commands.
It can be readily appreciated that the utilisation
of this system
removed the drudgery from the indexing task, and dramatically
reduced
the time required (and cost) to produce a typeset index.
In addition
the indexes, being in a machine readable form, facilitated the creation
of the historical data base mentioned earlier.
However, the system did have disadvantages.
Firstly, the software
could not be altered without significant cost (the bureau's programmers
were then charged out at $25 per hour).
Secondly, it was discovered
after some months that the bureau could not, as a matter of normal
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routine, handle lower case characters, and the method which had been
utilised to overcome this (without our knowledge) had effectively
doubled the size of the bureau stored files.
Then, twelve months
later, the bureab instituted a minimum monthly charge of $100, which
was far in excess of our requirements
at the time.
Finally, a decision was taken to abandon the main frame bureau
concept, and to re-build the system around a micro-computer
(which
had by then become available).
The Micro-computer

System

For the novice, the selection of a personal computer system is a
difficult
(if not traumatic) and time consuming experience.
However,
after six months of research a system was chosen which has fulfilled
both the technical requirements
and the ever increasing demands placed
upon it.
The technical
below.

requirements,

and the reasons

for them,

are listed
I

\J

1.

Z80 microprocessor*,
allowing the use of the (micro-computer)
industry standard disk operating system* CP/M* together with
a multitude of programming
languages* and commercial software*.

2.

Upper and lower case capability
uter indexes are long gone!)

3.

Industry Standard RS232* communications
capability, allowing
the transmission
and receipt of data over telephone lines.
(Although not widely utilized at present, electronic
communications
will become an ever increasing method of
information transmission:
For example, index files will be
transmitted direct to the client, typesetter, or data base).

4.

Minimum 64 character wide video screen
- preferably industry
standard 80 character x 24 line display.
(Many personal
computers offer screen displays which are far too limited for
professional
purposes) .

5.

Since 48K* RAM* is required to run many commercial software
packages
(and is moderately satisfactory
for the indexing
software described below), this must be considered to be the
minimum requirement.
Expandability
to 64k RAM is recommended.

6.

Although not essential, it is recommended that the system be
S100* based, allowing it to be interfaced to a wide variety
of peripheral equipment, in particular to hard disks*, which
have a storage capacity of 10Mb* and more.

7.

As in other areas of manufacturing,
many floppy disk* drive
manufacturers
have not followed a standard recording format,
and a disk created on one system cannot be read on another.
Fortunately,
however, a standard format has emerged which is
widely used in the commercial micro-computer
sphere - the
single density 8 inch IBM 3740 format.
For reasons which are
outlined in "standardization"
below, the choice of a disk
system utilizing this format is of prime importance.

(the days of all-caps

comp-
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Each floppy disk of single density format will store
approximately
250k, with many disk systems offering the
additilonal capability of storing 480k in a "double density"
forma2.
Since it is essential for any professional
system,
and in particular for an indexing system, to have dual
drives, the maximum storage "on-line" for double density
will be approximately
960k (less the space required to
store indexing software of 22k). It is interesting to note
that since the average entry (based on high density
historical material) requires some 28 characters of storage
space, a total of approximately
35,500 "on-line" entries
can be stored on such a system.
Hany personal micro-computer
systems offer tape casettes as
a method for storing both programs and data, an unreliable
and extremely slow storage medium, and I recommend that any
thought of using casettes for indexing purposes be ~andoned
8.

Although the choice of a printer is largely dependent upon
personal requirements,
one model recently released (November
1981) would appear to offer many benefits not otherwise
available at the price.
In particula~ the ITOH 8510 dot
matrix* printer offers descenders on lower case characters
and a logic seeking* printing head (both features being of
particular importance to the indexer).
Other standard
features include 100 characters per second printing, 80
characters wide printout
(and more if required), and tractor
fed
8" wide computer stationary.

9.

The final technical aspect to be considered concerns long term
equipment support.
Although computers are extremely reliable,
the occasional malfunction usually occurs when one can least
afford down time.
It is therefore essential that assistance
be readily available.

Suggested

minor

Hardware

Both of these offer
differences:

personal

all capabilities

mentioned

plus

tax.

above, with

Medium
business

system

Exidy Micro-computer,
56k, dual
floppy disks, (single and double
density) 64 x 30 line screen,
three month warranty_
Not
expandable to multi-user.
ITOH
8510 printer.
$4,939

,

Alternatives

Low Cost

Price

•

some

Cost
system

IHS 8000 microcomputer,
64k, dual
floppy disks (single and double
density) 80 X 24 line screen, two
year warranty.
Multi-user expandable.
Processing speed is twice
that of the Exidy ITOH 8510 printer.
Price

$7,920

plus

tax.

Dealers who stock the equipment mentioned above (and alternatives
meeting the same technical requirements)
are listed in Appendix 2.
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Software
As mentioned earlier, hardware* needs to be chosen with great care,
and only after considerable planning.
Software requirements
are no less
important, and also demand careful analysis and detailed specifications.
Fortunately, with the experiences of the bureau system previously
described as a base, the creation of the micro-computer
software (INDEX
2) was relatively straight-forward.
As previously discussed, the disk operating system chosen was CP/M.
The language selected was CBASIC, widely used in commercial applications.
In addition to the capabilities
capabilities were implemented:

of INDEXl

, the following

1.

The maximum number of levels in anyone
entry was expanded
from two to ten (even though three levels, plus a reference,
was the probable maximum requirement) .

2.

Since the system was no longer geared to an overnight
bureau concept, it was decided to have an interactive
system where the indexer would be able to review,
instantly, all entries inserted at any given point
during an indexing session (and to view those entries
in their sorted and amalgamated
form), and to be able to
edit, delete and hard-copy print out any or all of the
entries created during that session.
Finally, of course,
the sorted edited index was to be permanently
stored on
a floppy disk.

3.

The automatic insertion
(by pressing only one key) of of tenused headings, sub-headings,
or any group of characters.

4.

The merging of any number of indexes after their creation
to produce a large consolidated
index, also the ability to
"demerge" any number of indexes from a large consolidated
index.

5.

The output of indexes in a variety of formats including
formats suitable for typesetting,
for the creation of varying
microfiche and computer printer formats (i.e. the line-byline or run-on format to selectable column widths) .

6.

The ability to handle correctly roman numerals, italics,
bold type, numerical data to be sorted as though it were
alphabetic, and many other seemingly minor requirements
which
are in fact, of supreme importance to an indexer (such as the
correct sorting of surname prefixes, hyphenated surnames,- and
titles) .

These capabilities were subsequently
further revised and upgraded
in the current version INDEX3
(which is shortly to be revised to
become INDEX 4).
The INDEX3
software package comprises a suite of four
programmes:
IMAKE enables the indexer to create and edit an index, and view the
sorted result in an instant (with a wide range of time saving capabilities at his command).
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IMERGE provides for the merging
indexes, of any size.
IPRINT
microfiche,

or de-merging

formats and codes the index to provide
or computer printout.

of any number

of

for typesetting,

ICHECK reviews any index createo with IMAKE,but subseauently
edited by means of word processing software to ensure correct
alphabetic sequence.
computer-assisted

indexing

- standardization

Although I am not aware of any other system similar to INDEX 3
I feel sure that within a short period of time a similar but quite
different system will be created by another indexer.w
Since only a
small number of standards need to be followed in order for index
data (and floppy discs which store that data) to be compatible,
I
would like to propose the following standards
(which have been adopted
for INDEX 3):
Sort sequence
It will be noted by those familiar with the
standard ASCII sort sequence that the INDEX 3 sort sequence
places
capitals immediately before their lower case counterparts.
The only
other major variation is the superior placement of the comma, which
will enable homonyms to sort correctly.
ego

London,
London

(England)

London

Bridge

SORT SEQUENCE
"

11

" ,
If

space

!

""
"#
"$
"%
"&
right

apostrophe

n(H

3

"2"
"3"
"4"
"5"
"6"

"b"

117"

"Y"
"yfl

lie

n*"

n="

n+"

"),,

"-"

.

minus

"0"
"1"

zero

or hypen

"x"

"Z"
"Zll

SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
60
7B
7C
7D
7E

"?"
n@"

"

"I"

and so on

"XII

If."
I

n<.. ..

11

"e"

".11

If

11

INDEX

"8"
"9"

"' "
")

Jack

"A"
"all
liB"

Hex

(special
characters)

Index entries disk storage format
Designed for a maximum ten level
index entry, the INDEX 3 software allocates a single digit to precede
each index level.
Main entries are located "9" (being the highest in
"value"); sub-headings
"8"; sub-sub-headings
"7"; and so on, with "0"

W['Some'ref~renoes

to work overseas

are cited

on P%e 38.

J

- 38 at the tenth level.
However, it will be noted that the reference,
although not an index level, is nevertheless allocated the next lowest
level number.
The example below will explain the concept far more
concisely than further descriptio~.
Disk

storage

computer

format

9French, J.R.
8criticism of school
70107
70109
9Friend,
B.A.
80194
9Friend,
W.S.
80123
80188
8Q189
9Friend family
80112

CP/H

printer

output

French, J.R.
criticism of school 107, 109
Friend, B.A.
194
Friend, W.S.
123,188,189.
Friend family 112

Disc format
In view of the wide commercial acceptance of the
single density 8" IBH 3740 format, this would be the sensible choice.

For those not familiar with micro-computers,
it is important to
note that indexes created utilizing different brands of micro-computer
AND different so f twa re HHILE FOLLOHING THE STANDARDS ABOVE, will be
99% compatible and interchangeable.
The remainder will only be
overcome by unifying the customs of individual indexers.
For example,
'Mac' surnames are sometimes grouped before all other 'M' headings.
However, if only the three major standards are achieved the long
term benefits will be more than considerable
- especially when one
considers the ramifications
of the information revolution
(which is
only now dawning) .
Manual

Indexing

versus

Computer

Indexing

The comparison which was to follow, and which was based on statistics
supplied by a professional
indexer who has purchased a "field test"
version of INDEX3,
conflicted so greatly with the indexing rate for high
density material suggested by Mr. R.D. Croll ("Whats an Indexer Worth"
December 1980 and June 1981), that further sampling will be required
before the comparison can be published
(in the next issue of the Ne7J.7B-

letter) .
Suffice to say, the computer system increased the "field test"
indexer's productivity by 82% on one trial index of 1427 entries, thereby
effectively
increasing hourly income from $10.00 to $18.20.

SOME RECENT

REFERENCES

Microcomputer-aided

The Indexer

TO HaRK

production

IN GREAT

BRITAIN

of indexes;

AND U.S.A.

by T.C. Hines

and L. Winkel.

11 (4) 198-201 (Oct. 1979)

Computer assistance in indexing with INDEX; by J.M. Pasachoff
N.P. Kutner.
loc.cit. 12 (4) 173-4 (Oct. 1981)
Computer

aid for philatelic

207-9 (act. 1981)

indexing;

by R. Palen.

loc.cit.

and

12 (4)

-
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1 - Glossary

ACOUSTIC COUPLER:
A device which translates electronic inpulses to
audible impulses, enabling the computer to communicate over
telephone lines.
ASCII:
American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
A rigidly
defined sequence of alphabetic, numeric, and special characters
which is utilized to sort randomly arranged data.
CP/M: Control Program for Micro-computers.
A disk operating system
for Z80 based micro-computers,
which allows the user to store
information and programs in named files, as well as managing
disk storage and input/output
functions.
DISK OPERATING SYSTEM:
See CP/M
DOT MATRIX:
A system by which characters are displayed on a video
screen, or impacted onto paper.
On a dot matrix impact printer
predefined pins extend from a 9 x 7 grid of pins to impact an
image onto the paper.
FLOPPY DISK:
A disk made of flexible mylar, and enclosed in a card
jacket, which can be used for magnetic storage.
HARD DISK:
A disk made of hard material, which operates in a sealed
environment
- larger, faster, and more fragile than a floppy disk,
and capable of storing 70 million bytes or more.
HARDWARE:
The bits of a computer you can kick, as opposed to the
programs you can only swear at.
K:
Kilobyte, 1024 bytes (or characters)
LANGUAGE:
The set of instructions,
and rules for stringing them together,
which are used to instruct the computer what to do.
LOGIC SEEKING:
Where the printer head returns immediately upon printing
out the data, rather than continuing to. the end of the line.
Mb:
Megabyte, 1 million bytes (or characters)
MICRO-COMPUTER:
A small computer based on a microprocessor.
~\
MICROPROCESSOR:
The central processing unit of a computer, built into a
single silicon chip.
PROGRAM: A sequence of instructions which can be understood,
and ultimately followed by a computer.
RAM:
Random Access Memory - the computer's internal memory which is used
to hold running programs and data.
The computer can both write
to, and read RAM.
RS232:
A standard physical connection allowing a computer system to
communicate with a peripheral device such as an accoustic coupler.
S100
A standard method of interconnecting
the parts of a micro-computer
so that they can communicate with each other.
SOFTWARE:
Programs.
SORT SEQUENCE:
The order into which the computer arranges data, usually
based on the ASCII sequence.
Z80:
Trade name of one of the most popular 8 bit microprocessors.
(With acknowledgement
recommended) .

to "Your Computer"

Appendix

Suppliers

2 - Hardware

Exidy Personal Computer
Exidy compatible 8" disk drives
IMS 8000 business system
Other Z80 S100 business systems
Itoh 8510 printer

2,6
1,6
5
1,4
3,6

magazine,

which

is highly
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1.

Accollstic Electronic

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dick Smith Electronics Pty. Ltd.
Ritronics Wholesale Pty. Ltd.
J.F. Rose Computer Services Pty. IJtd.
S.I. Microcomputer
Products Pty. Ltd.
Software Source Pty. Ltd.

Developments

Pty. Ltd

(02) 681 4966
(Nationwide)
(03) 489 8131
(02) 439 1220
(Nationwide)
(02) 389 6388

l"

BOOK REVIEWS

From the

Financial

STATUS

OF THE ART

Review, Melbourne

16th December, 1981.
Hidden Unemployment.
The Australian Experience;
by Peter Stricker and Peter Sheehan (Institute of Applied Economic and
Social Research), reviewed by David Potts, Economics Editor.
"Despite
its subject, this is not an emotional book ...•
Clearly, this is not
a book for light reading either.
As a reference wo rk , however, it has
easy to use index, useful summaries at the end of each chapter and
descriptive headings within chapters."
The Newsletter has particular pleasure in recording
this exerpt.
We congratulate Vera Wicks, AusSI
Registered Indexer, for her contribution
to the Art.

From The Age,

Helbourne

30th October, 1981. Women in History: thirty-five centuries of
feminine achievement; by Sus an Raven and Alison Weir (Weidenfeld
and Ni.choLs on ) , reviewed by Jill Kitson.
"Their writing is blandly
pedestrian,
and sometimes they get things wrong.
The title of
Nadine Gordimer's novel 'Burger's Daughter' is twice misspelt,
and her entry is incorrectly indexed."
10th October, 1981.
Palm Sunday, an Autobiographical
Collage;
by Kurt Vonnegut (Cape), reviewed by Barry Oakley.
"Palm Sunday
contains three letters, one introduction, nine essays, one sermon,
13 speeches, ..... a few jokes and a list of hundreds of his
friends.
This is bad, unsound arithmetic.
It doesn't add up to
a book.
14th November,
1981.
The Bodley Head Shaw Husic Criticism: vols 1-3,
1876-1930, reviewed by Glen Tomasetti.
"For this, the Bodley Head
reprint, American editor Dan Laurance has written a fine and lively
introduction.
There are, besides a general index, a biographical
one and nice footnotes - not too many."
21st November,
1981.
Edith Sitwell.
A Unicorn Among Lions; by
Victoria Glendinning
(Hodder and Stoughton), reviewed by Jessica
Anderson.
"Victoria Glendinning has made her subject so fascinating
that it leaves one little space to commend her own work ....
well
written, handsomely produced and illustrated, printed without errors,
and adequately indexed and annotated, is a treasure for all those
interested in poetry, history, fashion, ..."

..
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PUBLICATIONS

Proceedings

RECEIVED

of the Second Seminar on Freelance Indexing;

by the American
January, 1979.

Society of Indexers

sponsored
and held at Washington, D.C.,

This full day seminar was planned around the following topics:
How to begin; Solution of some specific problems; Indexer economics
and Indexer-publisher
relations, all with emphasis on practical
experience.
It was transcribed and edited by Jay D. Tebo from tape
recordings and prepared papers.
The publication also contains
several appendices, including A Guide to Freelance Indexing
with
a list of 24 useful references
by Cynthia F. Weber and A Book-Indexing
Bibliography by Albert H. Rouslin.

Society of Editors and Imprint Society Newsletter

vol.ll no.3,
Sept. 1981. This issue reports the August meeting of the Society,
at which "Elmar Zalums spoke of indexing and its relevance to book
editors, emphasising the part an indexer plays in the essential
supporting framework of a book." - We hear that it was both
comprehensive and entertaining.

AusSI also appreciates the publicity given to the proposed
course in indexing.
However, the organizers hope that editors who
may have been stimulated to discover more about this fascinating
topic were not discouraged by the stated membership constraint.
Actually it had been decided that current membership at least
concurrent with the course~ in June~ 1982 would be an appropriate
requirement.

Scholarly

Books in Australia
vol.XV March 1981. An annual publication
of the Association of Australian University Presses; this issue
provides an annotated list of titles, arranged alphabetically by
subject, released between 1st January and 31st February 1980. A
directory of the seven contributing publishers is included.

Book Publishers Association: 1981 Directory of Members.
After a brief history and account of the aims and areas of activity
covered by the Association, a detailed alphabetic list of members
includes types of books published.

Australian

The Australian

Author Quarterly Journal of the Australian Society
of Authors Ltd, volJ3, nos 3 and 4 (August and November, 1981).
Amongst a stimulating variety of articles on the economics and
organization of authorship, is one by Frank Moorhouse: - The Politics
of writing. He says "It is the emergence of the attitude that the
printed wordthe media generally - is social property, or has a
social property character.
Many consumers now feel that they have
a social right to freely use, that is, copy and reproduce, anything
they need from media - music, film, printed wo rd . I think this
social property ethic has been taught to us by the historical
combination of free universal education (required for an effective
technological economy) and the evolution of media technology.
The
free education system created the free library system to service it
and now technology has linked the library and school to the technology
of photocopying, data banks, visual display terminals, computer
printout. .•. Finally, the computer together w i t.h satellite and
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cable television will permit words (oral and printed) and pictures
to be stored and moved to consumers anywhere at any time, by those
who control these systems.
Some of these words and pictures will
have been created by our own hard work."
Would any of our members
care to commen t ?

Tasmanian Fellowship

of Australian

Writers

HOBART NEWSLETTER

September, October, November and December 1981. Notes on meetings,
achievements, news and publications concerning members.
TELL The Bulletin of the Society of Industrial Editors
October,
1981. In consideration of the activities of most members, AlE has
decided to change its name to The Society of Business Communicators,
from 1st January, 1982. This issue includes the Annual Report; a
further article is titled "Corporate communication is like choosing
underwear!" - a very personal decision.
There is also a complimentary
paragraph about AusSI.

BOOKS OF 'THE AGE'

"The Age Information Centre is producing a monthly index to
books reviewed.
Books of The Age is available from the Centre
at $25 annual subscription.
It includes a listing of title,
author, publisher, date and page of review and recommended retail
price.
The index also includes books that receive editorial
comment .•. For more details or a sample copy, telephone the
Information Centre in the City Square Melbourne
(63 7621)."

INDEXERS

FOR DATA PREPARATION

A long-term project involving a variety of non-technical
indexes will soon begin operation.
Several indexers are needed
on a contract basis, to mark up manuscripts for subsequent data
transcription into a computer system.
A minimum undertaking of
eight hours weekly is required:
competent work will attract fees
commensurable with a rate of $10.16 per hour.
.
Members near and far who wish to participate in this project
may obtain further information and a sample manuscript containing
ca. 50 entries to be completed as a trial for application purposes,
from
Stephen Lansdown,
25, Central Avenue,
Black Rock, Vic. 3193
Telephone:

(03) 99 5657
(03) 99 5611

